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Good book I got this book a long time ago now. I move it well before I became an Aesthetician and
a Constitute Artist. I just wanted to know whenever you can on every new matter when it emerged
up. ow to accomplish different procedures for points and always wanting understanding. Good
book for laymen Easy to understand Five Stars Great reference. It also explains about skin diseases
and how they are identified and treated. Great book so far! Is strictly what I was looking for and
has all the info I was looking for! After all, skincare is a research and plays a large role in
preventative healthcare. His chapters on "The Immune System" and "Essential Knowledge of
Chemistry," give a an excellent dialoque on understanding our disease fighting capability and basic
chemistry. Skin Care Beyond the Basics Lee's book is a must for all estheticians (skincare
specialists) and medical employees searching for a simple-to-understand text directed to teach and
provide review about basic pores and skin chemistry, ingredient chemistry, epidermis disorders, their
causes, issues, and how to deal with. If anyone understands where the answers could possibly be
found I would certainly appreciate a suggestion on how to see them. He puts challenging theories
into "people vocabulary. Exactly what I was looking for Great text! Mr." Skin care correction for
extremely damaged skin is quite well explained. Having experienced professional skin care for 17
years, I find this reserve a marvelous reference. Its provides a few of the latest findings and theories
for accurate analysis. For the lay person,new college student,or beauty editor, it includes great
insight in to the complexity of our skin, the body's largest organ, and how it has a vital role to
safeguard us. Great price in comparison to books in Australia. The greatest thing is that this is an
accurate book predicated on science and compiled by a well qualified and experienced person.
While this text could be useful to students While this text may be useful to students, Im find it totally
unfair to possess a text without answer bed sheets provided. Lee is a good teacher. I haven't
gotten through all of it yet, but what I have go through has been well-written and easy to
understand. Great for skin students that have to analyze, has everythibg esthetician's opinion As an
authorized esthetician, I get this reserve my best source. It covers most of the questions I have had
as a skin care professional and many of my client's queries as well. I think about this book
necessary to anyone in my own profession. It is readable and understandable for anyone, those
available or those just attempting to understand their pores and skin and what products might help
them.
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